
 
Innovate UK Predictions & Day in a Life – About the Project 

 
Please describe your company and the industry that you serve: 
 

Nucco Brain is a visual storytelling studio, founded in 2013. We specialise in 
corporate communication with a strong focus on building visual narratives to help 
brands engage, drive change, and shape their own company culture.  

Based in London, we operate with a team of 12 full-time members, as well as 
a trusted pool of international creative freelancers and consultants. Our team 
combines its experience with innovative companies and creative content production 
to the world of corporate comms, without losing sight of what makes great content 
worth watching: it needs to be both informative and entertaining. 

As part of the Unit 9 media group we have been accredited for multiple 
services, based on consistent positive client feedback. These include branding, 
online video production, graphic design, animation, and VR. Nucco Brain is also a 
member of the Recommended Agency Register (RAR) and the Advertising 
Producers Association (APA) . 

Our studio has a proven track record with highly innovative companies, both 
in the tech and corporate sectors. Working with more than 20 companies per year, 
our clients include: the BBC, Innovate UK, the European Space Agency, DeBeers, 
and Deloitte amongst others. 
 
Official website: http://www.nuccobrain.com/  
 
 
Full project portfolio: https://www.behance.net/gallery/37408001/Innovate-UK-
Rebooting-Innovation  
 
Describe what the video project hoped to achieve: 
 

Nucco Brain was commissioned by the UK’s Innovation agency, Innovate UK, 
to support them in reaching out to a wider target audience by increasing awareness 
of the organisation amongst tech industry professionals and the general public. Our 
goal was to create content that is both highly informative and entertaining. One of the 
ways in which our team achieved this goal is through the online video series ‘Future 
Predictions’, distributed on YouTube and later adapted into an immersive 360 video 
experience. 
 
‘Future Predictions’ video series: https://vimeo.com/album/4778585/video/243862074 
 

As a way to reach new online audiences, our team created a series of short 
films to illustrate Innovate UK’s focus on supporting future innovations and 
technologies. Mixing live action interviews of the organisation’s futurologists and 
animated visuals, each film focuses on how different aspects of society will look in 
twenty to thirty years’ time. 
 

‘Future Predictions’ 360 video: https://vimeo.com/257143348  
 

Based on the same concept as the original ‘Future Predictions’ YouTube 
series, our team created a 360 animated video projected inside a dome at Innovate 
UK’s 2017 tradeshow at the NEC. Curious about this format and eager to push the 
boundaries of the existing online series, the organisation asked our team to create an 
immersive video experience. The aim of this video was to help Innovate UK engage 



with its industry partners and the general public on the subject of technological 
innovation at the tradeshow. 
 

Describe any challenges the team had to overcome: 
 

Our first challenge in the development stage was to compress the high 
amount of knowledge in a short 2 minutes long video while being both scientifically 
accurate and entertaining at the same time. This stage required extensive research 
into the visual style as well to capture the right look and feel of how the future might 
look, drawing from existing sources and adding a gentle creative license to produce 
stunning illustrations. Working alongside the organisation and spending time with 
Innovate UK’s experts was crucial at this part of the process. 
 For the 360 video, we had to ensure that Innovate UK’s concepts and ideas 
were clearly presented in the animation while at the same time make the whole 
experience as interesting and informative as possible. The first challenge in writing 
the script was to adapt the original concept of the ‘Future Predictions’ series into an 
immersive journey that would make sense for the viewers inside the dome. Matching 
the visual style was also a challenge in the adaptation - we had to reuse the assets 
created for the 2D animated videos into new 3D animated elements. 
 Another important technical factor that had to be taken into account with the 
360 video were the camera movements.  By experimenting with the igloo dome, we 
soon realised movements like rotation (especially if abrupt) would induce motion 
sickness to the viewer.  Similarly, the speed of the camera needed to be kept at a 
minimum, any fast pacing would result in jarring visuals.  Overall, producing a 360 
version of ‘Future Predictions’ was definitely a challenge, but we are extremely happy 
and proud of the result.  It sits remarkably well as a complementary piece in the 
original Series. 
 
Describe results, impact on business, and ROI: 
 

Innovate UK’s internal and external stakeholders expressed a high 
satisfaction in the content produced for both online and the tradeshow. Within 15 
months after releasing the first video of the ‘Future Predictions’ series online, 
Innovate UK registered a 650% increase in its YouTube subscriptions alongside a 
875% increase in content views. Furthermore, the series enabled the creation of new 
marketing opportunities with more than 125 organic placements of Innovate UK’s 
content generated with external, relevant publishers and sectors influencers. 

These statistics prove that the content has fulfilled its goal of increasing 
awareness of the organisation and reaching new targeted audiences. Our team is 
currently continuing to work with Innovate UK to produce new original content for 
their online platforms. 
 
	


